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Hierarchical Task Analysis
Competitive Analysis
User Interviews
Usability Testing

Tools Used
•

Research
Synqq is a productivity app that allows you to
sketch out ideas, take detailed notes, schedule
meetings, stay up to date on the latest
company news, stay in touch with your team,
and so much more. Synqq does all the hard
work of keeping all your information organized
so you don’t have to. Simply fill in your email id
and boom. All your events, contacts, news, and
emails are there. It’s like magic. In this mobilecentered generation, keeping up with meetings,
emails, homework, people, and other tasks can
be daunting. That is why we wanted to create a
mobile app to help users feel organized and
always ready for their day.
With Synqq’s card method, you can simply
swipe through cards to find information or
complete actions. It is so simple to call an Uber
to your next event, join a WebX conference call,
save pictures and notes, record important
meetings, and read news articles about
companies you are interested in. Synqq does it
all.
Synqq was not born overnight. App designs
went through several iterations and before that
many potential users were contacted and asked
about required functionality and their needs.
After gathering this data, we designers
discussed the heirarchical task analysis and
understood what needed to be created.
Using Sketch 3, designs were made and
iterated upon several times. Weekly meetings
were kept to discuss the progress of the Synqq
cards.

Sketch 3
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Here are a few of my designs for Synqq using Sketch 3. I wanted the screens to be interactive
and simple to use. Since there is so much information such as Notes, History, Locations,
Events, and Contacts, placing content in a “easy to find way” was a challenge. I solved this by
creating tabs within each screen. In this way, users found it easy to navigate through the app.

Company card. Users can read about the latest news, blog posts, funding, press release, and
competition by switching through the tabs. Easy access to news articles by clicking on
articles. You can read an article and simply close it and return back to the app.
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These are the History cards. You can easily see interactions between yourself and your
colleagues. By clicking on the visualization, the user can access meeting history and emails
by week, month, or year by picking a filter. This makes it easy for the user to find a particular
email or meeting and pull it up quickly.

Synqq is still in the process of incorporating these designs into the mobile application. Working
with the design team is a great learning experience and I have learned a lot about UX principles
and collaborating with a team.

